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Sympathy,Discernment,and Reasons
GARRETTCULLITY

Adelaide University

According to "the argument from discernment", sympathetic motivation is morally
faulty, because it is morally undiscriminating.Sympathycan incline you to do the right
thing, but it can also incline you to do the wrong thing. And if so, it is no better as a
reason for doing something than any other morally arbitrary consideration. The only
truly morally good form of motivation- because the only morally non-arbitrary
one- involves treatingan action's lightness as your reason for performingit. This paper
attacksthe argumentfrom discernmentand argues against its conclusion.

In the part of our ethical thinking that concerns the assessment of particular
actions, one of the main objects of our attention- perhaps the main one - is
what has motivated them. If so, it makes sense to ask which motives are the
morally good ones. And when we ask this about actions of helping other
people to get what they need, a familiar and natural partial answer is this:
These actions are often best motivated by sympathy, rather than by the
judgement that this is the right thing to do. A spontaneously sympathetic
reaction to other people's need is often what is most admirable: acting out of
a concern for moral lightness would involve a kind of pharisaism by contrast.
Acting beneficently out of a concern for lightness - a concern that my own
actions should fulfil the dictates of morality - involves a kind of self-righteous concern for my own moral standing, or a concern for some bloodless
abstraction, rather than the straightforward concern for other people that is
morally best.
This group of thoughts may be familiar and natural; but it is also controversial. In particular, it confronts a powerful line of objection emphasized by
several recent writers, which we can call "the argument from discernment".1
This centres around the complaint that sympathetic motivation is undiscriminating. When it leads us to do the right thing, it does so only accidentally.
For while sympathy can incline me to do the right thing, it can also incline
me to do the wrong thing. And if so, it is hard to see how it could be a morally better reason for doing something than any other morally arbitrary con1

See Herman(1981) and (1993), Chs. 1 and 2; Baron (1984), (1995), Ch. 4, and (1997),
pp. 56-64; Allison (1990), Ch. 6, esp. pp. 111-13; also Benson (1987); Aune (1979), Ch. 1;
Walker(1978), pp. 159-60; Paton (1963), p. 54.
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sideration. The only truly morally good form of motivation - because the
only morally non-arbitrary one - involves guidance by the concern to do what
is morally right. Furthermore, it is simply a mistake about the nature of this
concern to contrast it with a genuine concern for other people.2 Where otherconcern is right, a concern for doing what is right must include it.
The argument from discernment is most readily associated with Kantian
moral philosophers, in their concern to articulate the truth they find expressed
in Chapter I of Kant's Groundwork of the Metaphysic of Morals?
However, its central thrust can be spelled out independently of an interest in the
interpretation of Kant, or its connection with broader Kantian themes. If this
argument is leading us in the direction of a fuller Kantian outlook, it is serving as a "point of entry" into that outlook, rather than an argument that must
already be spelled out in essentially Kantian terms.4
So, at least, I shall argue in Section I. My first task will be to set out the
argument from discernment in more detail, acknowledging the force of its
central thought and the weakness of the grounds often given for resisting it.
The aim of the rest of the paper, however, is to provide better ones. I shall
both defend sympathetic motivation against the argument from discernment,
and attack the model of motivation by judgements of Tightness that advocates
of that argument propose in its place. Being motivated in the way they recommend, I shall claim, is never morally best; but being motivated by sympathy often is.
What is "motivation by sympathy"? One of the aims of this paper will be
to give a good explanation of this. But let me start by saying that the sympathetically motivated agent I have in mind is simply someone who, when confronted by someone else's need, feels like helping, and is motivated in that

2

For this furtherpoint, see especially Herman (1984) and (1993), Ch. 2, Section I; Korsgaard (1996b) and (1996a), pp. 55-60; Baron (1984), (1995), Ch. 4, and (1997), pp. 5664; also Paton (1963), pp. 50-1.
See note 1. The two passages from the Groundworkwhich seem most directly to suggest
this argumentare these:
if any action is to be morallygood, it is not enough that it should conform to
the moral law- it must also be done/or the sake of the moral law: where this
is not so, the conformityis only too contingentand precarious,since the nonmoral groundat work will now and then produce actions which accord with
the law, but very often actions which transgressit.
(Ak. 390)
[Sympathy] stands on the same footing as other inclinations- for example,
the inclination for honour, which if fortunate enough to hit on something
beneficial and right and consequently honourable, deserves praise and encouragement,but not esteem; for its maxim lacks moral content, namely, the
performanceof such actions, not from inclination,butfrom duty. (Ak. 398)
If this is Kant's argumentin GroundworkI, after all, he certainly seems to be presenting
it in this way- as an argumentstartingfrom our common, pretheoreticalmoral outlook.
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way to help. Sympathetic motivation, as I am understandingit, need not
involve sharingthe needy person's feelings of distressor discomfort.5
It might seem thatthe right attitudeto take towards this debateis a "quietist" one. In a discerningagent, beneficentaction can be motivatedboth by
sympathy and by thoughts about Tightness:it is wrong to suggest that the
two sorts of motivation are mutually exclusive and ask which is better. In
fact, we shall see that "motivationby a concernfor Tightness"can mean different things, and one of these is compatible with certain cases of discerningly sympatheticaction. However, when proponentsof the argumentfrom
discernmentargue that we should be motivated by a concern for Tightness,
what they are recommendingis this: it is best to be guided by treating the
Tightnessof a beneficent action as our reason for performingit. And this
claim, I shall argue, is wrong.
I: The Argument from Discernment
We had betterbegin by being clear aboutwhat motivationis.
Talk of "motivation"is appropriatein relation to many but not all explanations of action. Although my actions might be explained by my being
drunkor deluded,it would be odd to say that this was what motivatedthem;
but we do talk of an action's being motivatedby idealism or anxiety, ambition or hatred,as well as by the thought, say, that this is what others are
relying on me to do. The naturalaccountof the differencebetween motivational and non-motivationalexplanationsis this: motivational explanations
standardlyexplain an action by referringus to a considerationthat the agent
thought of as a good reason for it. Talk of what motivates an action sometimes cites such considerationsdirectly("this is what others are relying on
me to do"), but often it refers us to them indirectly,citing a state of the agent
that is a state of regardingsome considerationas a reason,but without stating
that considerationitself. When we say that an action is motivatedby ambition, for example, we are not saying that the agent is treatingher own ambition as a good reasonfor doing what she does. "Ambition"does not give the
contentof the considerationshe regardsas a reason:it names the agent's state
- the opportunityfor advancement
- as a
of regardinga furtherconsideration
reason.
Provided it is not misread as claiming more than it does, this simple
accountof motivationshould seem plausible. It takes no sides on the controversial questionof what kind of psychological state, or combinationof states,
constitutes my treatinga considerationas a reason for an action. It allows
Someone who uses "sympathy"only for the sharingof feelings will need a broader term
for the kind of motivationI am discussing. However, it seems to me that "sympathy"
(despite its etymology) is ordinarilyapplied to the broaderclass of cases, where what we
mean to indicate is that the sympatheticperson appreciatesthe other person's need from
his point of view, without necessarily sharingthe needy person's unpleasantfeelings.
AND REASONS 39
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that I can be akratically motivated to do what I think I have most reason not
to. And it is not committed to thinking of states of reason-recognition as
occurrent thoughts - it allows motivated action to be unreflective.6 One
question it does invite is whether there can be counter-rational motivation:
whether, in the grip of certain dejected or disaffected states, a person can be
motivated to pursue something for which she conceives herself to have no
reason.7
This is a question worth pursuing- but not here. If there are counterrational actions of this kind, they will not include the beneficent actions that
concern us in this paper. Besides, it is clear enough that this account of
motivation is the one involved in the argument from discernment.8 That
argument is a complaint about the reason on which the sympathetically
motivated person acts: he helps other people because he feels like it, rather
than because it is right.9 Admittedly, putting the objection like this invites
the question of what kind of "because" is involved here. However, recent
formulations of the argument make this clear. The complaint is that the
sympathetic person treats his own sympathetic feelings as a normative reason
for helping.10
We might wonder whether this is the right way to conceive of sympathetic motivation. I shall come to that question in Section II. But first, we
should appreciate the strength of the case for thinking that, if this is what
sympathetic motivation involves, it is morally defective.
The argument from discernment begins with the claim that sympathetic
feeling can incline us to do the wrong thing. There are two separate reasons
for this. The first is that it is often engaged by the wrong objects: children's
sympathy can be engaged by their toys; adults' by people who don't deserve
it. But secondly, even in circumstances in which sympathy is fully appropriate, it may still incline us to act in ways that are wrong. It is not as if the
miseries of the prisoner, the addict, or the loser of a parental custody battle
6

8

40

Notice also thatit states only a necessary condition for what motivates action. It fails to
provide a sufficient one, owing to the possibility of "deviant causal chains" in which my
regardingsomething as a reason leads me into some further state which brings about the
action. See Davidson (1980), p. 79.
Groundsfor this might be suppliedby the case sometimes given for thinkingthat we can
aim at what we conceive to be bad. See e.g. Stocker (1979); Velleman (1992).
It is sometimes suggested that proponentsof sympathetic motivationcannot accept this
account of motivation- see e.g. Herman (1993), pp. 11-12; Galvin (1991). The rest of
this paperchallenges that claim.
He helps "just because he feels like it" Walker (1978), p. 159; "because this happens to
fit in with (his) inclinations"Paton (1963), p. 54; "only because he wants to" Baron
(1997), p. 61; "only because of [his] inclination"Allison (1990), p. 111.
Thus, for Herman(1993), p. 12, the sympatheticallymotivated person "responds to suffering and takes that response to give him a reason to help". The context makes it clear
that the passages quoted from Allison and Baron in note 9 above are intended to be read
in the same way.
GARRETT
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are themselves inappropriate objects of sympathy; but aiding a jailbreak, fuelling the addiction, or helping to abduct the children will still usually be
wrong, even if feeling sympathetically inclined to do so is not. Thus that I
feel like helping is an insufficiently discriminating reason for beneficent
action: acting on it will sometimes lead me to do the wrong thing.
Of course, it will also often lead me to do the right thing. But if my motive would have been satisfied as readily by wrong action, then my hitting on
the right action is simply a matter of luck. My motive is not morally admirable; it is merely morally arbitrary. After all, if I resolve to decide what to do
in some serious situation by tossing a coin, I might still luckily hit on the
right action; but it is not as if this helps to show that my action was well
motivated. Given this motivation, I might as easily have done the wrong
thing - it would have satisfied the aims guiding my action just as well. And
that is a source of moral criticism of the attitude from which I have acted.
Indeed, the criticism can be strongly phrased; for there will be a description of
my action under which it is not right but wrong. As acting on the basis of a
coin-toss, what I do is morally objectionable. Actions can always be redescribed to include the motives from which they are performed; so if my motivation is morally objectionable, then there is a description of the action so
motivated on which it is morally objectionable. If moral arbitrariness is an
objection to sympathetic motivation, as it is to coin-tossing motivation,
then the actions it inclines me to perform are always describable in a way that
makes them wrong.
The only form of motivation for beneficent action that escapes this objection will be one that is not morally arbitrary: that is, one for which it is not
the case that, if it manages to issue in right action, it does so as a matter of
luck. But the only way to ensure this is to treat the action's Tightness itself
as your reason. Therefore action motivated in this way is superior to sympathetically motivated action.
This argument can be combined with a strong response to the complaint
that motivation by thoughts about Tightness involves a pharisaic concern for
the wrong objects.11 Within the concern that motivates an action, we should
distinguish the aim of the action from the agent's reason for aiming at it. If I
am concerned to save money out of prudence, this is to say that the aim of
my action is saving money, and my reason one of prudence: it is not as if the
aim of the action is being prudent. Similarly, my aim in acting beneficently
may be to help someone else, while my reason for doing so is that it is right.
It is a mistake to think that other-concern and the concern to do what is right
are mutually exclusive: the former refers to the aim of my action, the latter
my reason for aiming at it. Indeed, on the contrary, this line of thought sug11

For the following argument, see Herman (1984) and (1993), Ch. 2, Section I; compare
Korsgaard(1996b) and (1996a), pp. 55-60.
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gests that it is actually sympathetic motivation that comes out as unduly
self-regarding.12 Sympathetic action, on this view, involves helping people
for the reason that I feel like helping them. But it should not be its happening
to accord with my feelings that supplies my reason for helping, but its rightness. This is not to say that sympathetic agents have the selfish aim of helping other people only for the sake of their own enjoyment: sympathetic
agents, unlike selfish ones, do have helping other people as the ultimate aim
of their action. But their reason for performing an action with this ultimate
aim, it can be complained, is unduly self-regarding.13
Replying to this line of argument is not as easy as the defenders of sympathetic motivation often suggest.14 The argument from discernment should
not be confused with a worry about the reliability of sympathy in producing
right action.15 To that worry, the reply is that thoughts about Tightness do
not invariably lead to right action either, and that the fact that sympathy does
not always issue in right action does not undermine its moral value.16 But
the argument from discernment is not complaining that sympathy sometimes
fails to hit the target of Tightness: the objection is that it does not even have
this as its target, and hence that its producing right action is accidental in a
way that right action from the motive of Tightness is not. Nor is the argument met, as Aristotelian responses sometimes suggest, by emphasizing the
way in which sympathy is cultivated in the process of moral development.17
Moral discernment requires more than cultivating the appropriate sympathetic
attitudes: it requires a further awareness of when and how it is right to act on
them.18
12

16

42

See the discussion of Kant's views on "self-love" in Reath (1989), Section III; also Korsgaard (1996b), p. 213.
For this distinctionbetween the aim of a sympatheticaction and the sympathetic agent's
reason for it, see Herman(1984) and (1993), Ch. 2, Section I; Allison (1990), pp. 102-3;
Korgaard(1996a), esp. p. 56 ("The pleasurea sympatheticperson takes in helping is not
an ulteriorpurpose,but is ratherthe reason why he makes helping his purpose"); Korsgaard (1996b).
See Blum (1980); Stocker(1976); Oakley (1992), Ch. 3; Sherman(1997), Ch. 4; Williams
(1973), pp. 21-4.
For this point, compare Allison (1990), p. 112 and Herman (1993), p. 30. The worry
about reliability does however seem to have been at the heart of the Stoic objection to
emotional motivation:see e.2. Inwood (1985). Ch. 5.
See e.g. Oakley (1992), pp. 93-108; Blum (1980), Ch. 2.
See Oakley (1992), pp. 94-5. This thoughtis pressed further by Sherman (1997) Ch. 4,
who argues that it shows that Kant's objection was only to an undiscerninglysympathetic
motivation:"Kantwants to repudiatesentimentalism,not sentiment."(p. 153)
Notice, too, thatit is unconvincing for Aristoteliansto suggest that talk of phronesis can
supply an alternativeaccount of moraldiscernmentto one that involves talk of motivation
by lightness. (See e.g. Oakley (1992), p. 108.) For the argument from discernment can
easily be rephrased using "phronesis"to refer to good moral judgement. The question
pressed by that argument is: How should we say that the phronimos is motivated? The
sympatheticphronimoscannotbe motivatedsimply to act on his sympathetic feelings; he
must be motivatedto act on those feelings insofaras it is right to do so. And that is to say,
GARRETT
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A furthertemptation is to think that the argument from discernment
stands or falls with the rest of Kant's practicalphilosophy- so that it is
underminedsimply by the reasonablenessof thinkingthat the Kantianproject
as a whole does not succeed. But this is also a mistake,for the argumentneed
not be formulatedin peculiarlyKantianterms. In the version just given, it
talks simply of the considerationsthe agent treats as practicalreasons, without addingthe Kantianview that these are to be expressed in the form of
maxims; of motivation by thoughts about Tightness, rather than of the
motive of duty. Moreover, it has not dependedon broaderKantian claims
aboutthe natureof emotion, reason and agency. In the Kantianoutlook, my
sympatheticfeelings areevents presentedto me for rationalarbitration:I can
choose to make them the reason on which I act,19but if I do, it will always
make sense to ask what was my reasonfor this choice. If all I can offer as my
reason for helping is that I felt like it, without being able to say why that
should be thought a good reason, my motivation is not only morally arbitrary:it is rationallyarbitrary.20
Admittedly, nothing has been said here to
show that, if the argumentfrom discernmentsucceeds, we might not be led
towards accepting furtherelements of the Kantian position such as these.
However, it does not itself presupposethese furtherclaims.
To see what is wrong with the argumentfrom discernment,we need to
look elsewhere. We should start by seeing that it deals with a caricatureof
sympathetic motivation. This is only a start, though: for even when we
replace this caricaturewith a more adequateconception, we find that the
argumentcan be revived againstit.
II: Sympathy and Reasons
Sympatheticmotivationdoes not amount to treatingthe considerationthat I
feel like helping as my reason for acting. A sympatheticallymotivatedperson feels like helping, but that is not itself the content of the reason she recognizes for helping. The content of her reason is that he needs help: the
emotional state of feeling like helping is itself, at least in part, her state of
recognizingthis reason.
To see the plausibility of this, we need to look briefly at the way in
which sympatheticfeeling belongs to a range of other emotional states that
call for similartreatment.
more simply, that he must be motivated by thoughtsabout lightness. For a comparative
discussion of Kantand Aristotleon moral motivation,see Korsgaard(1996b).
Allison (1990), p. 5, explains this thoughtas Kant's "IncorporationThesis"; Reath (1989),
p. 290 (following Rawls) as the "principleof election". See also Korsgaard (1996a), pp.
57-8.
For a sustained version of this argument,see Korsgaard(1996b). A third strand in Kant's
attack on inclination-based motivation comes from the categorical nature of moral
requirements:that morality commands me inclination-independentlypresupposes that I
can be moved inclination-independently.See the Preface to Herman(1993).
AND REASONS 43
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(I am not treating "sympathy" as itself the name of an emotion. It can
refer to a way of feeling an emotion - as when I sympathetically feel embarrassment or outrage on your behalf. However, as I pointed out at the start, the
cases of sympathetic beneficence I am considering need not involve my sharing the unpleasant feelings of the person I help. What they do involve is my
feeling like helping. This is the sympathetic feeling for us to concentrate on
here.)
What this sympathetic feeling has in common with a range of other emotional states - states such as fear, disgust and guilt - is that it is partly constituted by a state of "reason-construal". Let me briefly explain. An adequate
account of emotional states such as these must avoid both the purely sensational and the purely cognitive extremes. The attempt to account for such
states as complexes of sensations21 fails, most fundamentally, because of its
inability to account for their evident intentionality - their object-directedness.
And beyond this, it is hard to see how the grounds for making the distinctions we do between our emotional states- between sympathetic feelings and,
say, nostalgia or disappointment - can be captured by their sensational character. The need to avoid problems such as these makes it attractive to see emotional states as including a cognitive element - an element at least of cognitive construed, if not of belief. (This allows us to cover emotions in our
responses to fiction, as well as unendorsed emotional states, such as phobias
or compulsive attractions.)22 Thus I can only be feeling fear if I construe a
situation as dangerous, disgust if I construe an object as physically unpleasant, and guilt if I construe an action of mine as morally wrong. And the same
goes for the sympathetic feelings of a beneficent agent. It is hard to see how I
could properly be thought of as sympathetically feeling like helping someone
unless I construe the beneficiary as needing help. However, this cannot be
taken to the extreme of proposing that the feeling simply is this cognitive
state.23 Plainly, I can believe of someone that he needs help without feeling
like helping him. This problem is not avoided by trying simply to combine
the sensational and cognitive views. In order to have this sympathetic feeling,
what is evidently required is not simply that my construing someone as needing help gives rise to certain sensations in me, but that I have the right kind
21

44

Kant seems to have held this view. See e.g. Sherman (1997), Ch. 4. For criticism, see
Kenny (1963).
One way to construe something as having a certain feature is to believe it does. Another
is to have the attitudewhich stands to belief as "seeing as" stands to perception: what we
do when we construe the actor as the charactershe is playing, without believing that she
is that fictional character.I shall not attemptto define construal here; for further discussion of its application to the explanation of emotions, see Roberts (1988); Greenspan
(1988), pp. 17-20; Calhoun(1984).
Solomon (1976) is often read as advocatingsuch a view, thanks to remarks such as: "An
emotion is a judgement (or a set of judgements)", p. 186. For criticism, see Stocker
(1996), Ch.l; Deign (1996).
GARRETTCULLITY
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of concern. This point, again, is a quite general one: it seems equally plain
that without the right kind of concern, the cognitive construals just suggested
for fear, guilt and disgust must also fall short of these emotions.
How should we characterize the requisite sort of concern? For many emotional states, the natural way to do so is in terms of the "reason-construals"
of the subject of the state- what she construes her reasons for action to be. In
the cases that interest us, where sympathetic feelings motivate beneficent
action, what will be involved is not only that I construe someone as needing
help, but that I construe that as a reason for helping him. In typical cases of
fear, I construe a situation as dangerous, and construe the danger as a reason
for flight. Disgust typically involves construing the physical unpleasantness
of something as giving me a reason to avoid contact with it; guilt, construing a past misdeed of mine as a reason for the imposition of penalties on
myself. The attitude towards the reason need only be one of construal, rather
than of full endorsement, for the same reason as before: to have the feeling, I
need not actually endorse the view that the consideration I am construing as a
reason really is one. I might sympathetically feel like helping someone even
though I think my feeling this is mere sentimentality.
The claim I am making is a limited one: one constituent of typical instances of some emotional states is a characteristic state of reason-construal.24
Merely making a reason-construal, it seems, could still fall short of the associated feeling. Moreover, not every emotional state fits this model: sadness
and anger, for example, do not seem to involve construing a characteristic
kind of consideration as a reason for a characteristic kind of action.
The important point for our purposes, though, is that this limited claim is
true of the feeling that motivates sympathetic agents. Like various other feelings, it can be characterized in terms of a distinctive consideration which the
subject of the feeling construes as a reason; but, crucially, also like those
other feelings, that consideration is not itself that I have this feeling. What
partly constitutes my sympathy is my construing the fact that this person
needs help as a reason for helping him. And that is to say that sympathetically motivated action is not action explained by my treating the consideration that I feel like helping as a reason to act. That would be as unusual- as
strangely reflexive - as treating the consideration that I feel fear as a reason
to flee.25 Someone who treated the consideration that I feel like helping as a
reason to act would be motivated by a kind of self-assuagement; and thinking

"Typicalinstances",because I have not said anythingto rule out the possibilitythat, say,
flight impulses in creaturesthat lack the concept of a reason- and those same non-conceptual impulses as they arise in us- are instances of fear as well.
This does not seem impossible:perhaps I find the feelings of fear that a horror movie
arouses in me so unpleasant that I am moved to leave the cinema. But if so, it is more
accurateto say that my leaving has been motivatedby discomfortratherthan fear.
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of this as what supports your action is importantly different from thinking
that what supports it is the benefit to the person who needs help.26
Thus the argument from discernment, at least in the standardformulation
given earlier, is directed at a false target. It mischaracterizes sympathetic
motivation, because it apparently conflates two different things: the state of
reason-recognition which motivates a sympathetic agent, and the consideration that is regardedas a reason by someone in that state. The sympathetic
agent's reason for helping is not that he has sympathetic feelings, any more
than the ambitious person's reason for acting is her own ambition.
This is an important objection. However, what it shows is that the argument for discernment needs to be reformulated, rather than rejected completely.
After all, there is no avoiding the fact that sympathetic motivation can fail
to be discerning. Sympathetic motivation involves treating others' needs as a
reason to help. But there are occasions on which this can itself display a failure of discernment: I might be unjustified in thinking that a person needs
help, or unjustified in treating his needs as a reason to help him.27 And where
it is appropriate to treat a person's needs as a reason to help, moral discernment still requires me to be properly sensitive to the other morally important
features of the action. (When it is wrong to steal food for the hungry, this is
rarely because their hunger does not provide a good reason to feed them: it is
because the reasons against stealing are stronger.)28 Moral discernment in
general- and therefore discerningly sympathetic motivation in particular- requires an appropriate sensitivity to all of what we can call the "morally
relevant reasons" surrounding an action: all those considerations that morally
ought to be taken into account as reasons in deciding what to do. Often, the
needs of others are one such consideration. What discernment involves is an
appreciation of when others' needs do constitute morally relevant reasons, and
how important they are in relation to the other morally relevant reasons that
are present.

There is a question that Kantians will want to press at this point. Why should I treat
others' needs as a reason?Anythingoffered in answer to this will in turnstand in need of
a furtherjustification, unless its statusas a reason follows from the bare consideration of
what it is for something to count as a practical reason. But what does follow from this,
they argue, is the authorityof the Categorical Imperative test(s) on practical reasons.
Therefore, their challenge can only fully be answered by admittingthe rational authority
of morality.For variationson this line of thought, see e.g. O'Neill (1992) and Korsgaard
(1996b).
I am not committed in this paper to rejecting this line of thought. But I do argue in
Sections III and IV that it cannot succeed in making it morally appropriateto treat the
Tightnessof an action as your reason for performingit.
For the latter,suppose the help is needed as partof a malicious attemptto harm someone
else.
These will give us cases where sympathyis appropriate,but acting on it is not.
46
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Hence, in orderfor a person's beneficentaction to be motivated morally
well, it is not enough that it is motivated sympathetically- by the agent's
takingothers' needs as a reasonfor helping. It needs to be guidedby discernment- sensitivity to all the morally relevant reasons. For otherwise, her
action will be open to moral criticism, even when helping is the right thing
to do. It is not enough simply that she helps someone, her reason is that he
needs it, and therehappento be no othermorallyrelevantreasonsto take into
account.For this would again leave it as a matterof mere luck that her action
turnedout all right. Her motive, afterall, would be equally well fulfilled by
actions of helping people thatare wrong.
But with this, we have revivedthe argumentfrom discernment.The new
version runs as follows. A discerningagent is someone who takes account
not only of whether someone needs help, but of all the morally relevant
reasons. But to act in a way that takes adequateaccount of all the morally
relevantreasons thatobtain in a given situation is what it is to act rightly.29
If so, the only way to make right action non-accidentalis for Tightnessitself
to be your reasonfor acting. A morally well-motivatedagent must be guided
by her sensitivity to all those considerationsthatbear on the Tightnessof the
action;and if so, her reasonfor doing what she does cannotfall shortof being
that this action is right.30
Thus all we seem to have found so far is that the argumentfrom discernment is standardlymisformulated.In its standardversion, it misdescribes
sympatheticmotivation;but, having given a betterdescription,we find that a
reformulatedversionof the argumentfromdiscernmentstill stands.
However, in the next two sections I arguethat this improvedversion of
the argumentalso fails. Just what is wrong with it dependson whetherrightness-judgementsare understoodas verdicts about all the morally relevant
reasons, or not. I explain and discuss these two possibilities in turn.
Ill: Verdicts and Reasons
The argumentfrom discernment,in this new formulation, argues from two
premises that I shall not contest. One of these identifies moral discernment
with an appropriatesensitivity to all the morallyrelevantreasons surrounding
an action. The other concernsright actions: these are the actions that take
29

Does acting "in a way that takes adequate account of all the morally relevant reasons"
mean doing what there is most morally relevant reason to do? Not according to one
common way of thinkingaboutmorality.On this view theremay be most morally relevant
reason to performa supererogatoryaction, although it is not wrong to refrain. This way
of thinkingof supererogationleads to a serious challenge: see e.g. Kagan (1989). The
formulationgiven in the text is compatiblewith both answersto this question.
There are other ways in which the conclusion of an argumentfrom discernment could be
phrased:as the claim that we ought to be guided by the thoughtthat there is overall moral
reason to do this, or that this is what I ought morally, all things considered, to do. The
argumentsthat follow will apply equally againstthese proposals.
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adequate account of all the morally relevant reasons. Given a suitable understanding of the terms involved, both these claims are plausible: indeed, they
are analytic. However, these claims do not support the conclusion sought by
proponents of the argument from discernment- that if your action is wellmotivated, you must be guided by treating the action's Tightness as your
reason for it. Seeing why not will give us grounds to reject not only the
argument but its conclusion too.
Let us begin with the premise concerning Tightness. It is natural to interpret this as giving us what I shall call the verdictive view of rightnessjudgements: the view that these judgements are verdicts about all the morally
relevant reasons surrounding an action. I might judge that he needs help or
that helping would mean breaking a promise: these are morally relevant
reasons for or against the act of helping. But having made these judgements, I
need to reach an overall verdict about such reasons, and this is what is done in
making a judgement of Tightness. The judgement that this is the right thing
for me to do is the judgement that, given all the morally relevant reasons that
apply to this situation, I shall only be taking morally adequate account of
them if I perform this action.31 Now this is not the only possible view to
take about rightness-judgements; and, given the problem it generates for proponents of the argument from discernment, they might be led to adopt a nonverdictive view instead. That is a possibility we shall need to consider in the
next section. But first, the problem generated bv the verdictive view.
On this view, the content of the judgement that an action is right amounts
to the verdict:
(V) This action takes adequate account of all the morally relevant
reasons.
Is it consistent with this to hold that an action's Tightness is itself a morally
relevant reason to perform it? The thought would have to be that (V) is one
of those reasons that is surveyed by (V): it is self-surveying. But this cannot
be right. No judgement of mine can be such that it expresses a verdict about
all of my morally relevant reasons, while its content is also itself one of
those reasons. For this would require that one of the reasons about which this
judgement is a verdict is the content of the judgement itself; and that is
absurd.
To see the difficulty, let us consider what we should say about the simpler
claim:
31
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Perhapsnot all the reasons an agent has for and against an action will be morally relevant; and perhaps,even if they are, overall moral verdicts about them- the kinds of verdicts which it is naturalto think of judgements of moral lightness as expressing- do not
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(R) There is a reason to perform this action.
Clearly, anything that is a reason for performing the action is also a reason
why the existential claim (R) is true. Suppose the action would be enjoyable.
Then there is a consideration:
(E) I would enjoy doing this
which is a reason to perform the action, and which, because of this, is a
reason why (R) is true. (R) is a reason-report, but the content of the reason
reported by (R) is given by (E). But now let us ask: could (R) itself also be a
reason to perform the action? No, since any reason for performing the action
counts as a reason why (R) is true. So it could only make sense to hold that
(R) is itself a reason if it made sense to see (R) as self-supporting - as giving
a reason for itself. But this does not make sense. Maybe there are some
propositions that are self-supporting. But it cannot make sense to think this
about (R). If someone asserts (R), and we ask him to support this claim, that
support cannot intelligibly be given by repeating (R). A reason-report such as
(R) cannot intelligibly be treated as a reason-content, in relation to the same
action.
Turn next to a claim that entails (R):
(M) There is most reason for me to perform this action.
Again, suppose I assert this, and I am asked what supports it. Why is it the
case that there is most reason for me to perform the action? Any particular
reason for me to perform it- any of the particular considerations that count in
its favour - will give at least some support to (M). But (M) is not self-supporting to any degree: if I respond to the question by simply repeating (M) I
have not succeeded in supporting it at all. Again, whether or not there are
self-supporting propositions, (M) cannot intelligibly be treated as one of
them. Therefore, again, we must treat (M) as a reason-report rather than a
reason-content.
Now let's return to:
(V) This action takes adequate account of all the morally relevant
reasons.
This claim differs from (M) in that it does not purport to survey all reasons
whatever. Moreover, since morally relevant reasons were defined as those
considerations which morally ought to be taken into account as reasons, the
possibility remains open that some "morally relevant reasons" are not really
reasons at all (although we ought to treat them as such). But despite these
differences, a similar argument applies here. For again, suppose we ask for a
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reason why (V) is true. Anything that is a morally relevant reason in favour
of the action gives at least some support to (V). (It will do so whether it
really is a reason for the action or only a consideration that we morally ought
to treat as such.) Therefore, to accept that (V) is itself a morally relevant
reason in favour of the action is to accept that (V) is a reason for itself. But
as before, whether or not some propositions can intelligibly be seen as selfsupporting, (V) cannot. If I assert (V), and am asked to support it, I cannot
intelligibly be seen as giving it any support simply by repeating (V). The
problem is not simply that (V) has to refer to itself; it is that it must constitute a reason for itself, and this is something it cannot intelligibly be thought
to do.
It might look as though this objection can be avoided by modelling rightness-judgements not on (V) but on:
(V) This action takes adequate account of all the morally relevant reasons
except this one.
Unlike (V), (V) does not include itself among the morally relevant reasons
about which it is a verdict. However, this suggestion still faces two problems. The first is that the argument from discernment we are considering is
an argument for being motivated in accordance not with (V) but with (V)being guided by an appropriate sensitivity to all the morally relevant reasons
surrounding your action. And the second is that the original objection has not
really been avoided at all. The problem was that anything that is a morally
relevant reason must be at least a reason in support of (V), and (V) cannot
itself intelligibly be seen as a reason in support of (V). But surely, (V) cannot sensibly be thought of as a reason in support of (V) either. If I am asked
to support the claim that this action takes adequate account of all the morally
relevant reasons, I cannot intelligibly be seen as having given it any support
if I simply repeat the claim; but surely I will achieve no more by way of
supporting it if I offer the claim that the action takes adequate account of all
the morally relevant reasons except this one.
The conclusion we should draw is this: if rightness-judgements are construed verdictively, then moral Tightness cannot itself coherently be treated as
a morally relevant reason. This is not to say that it cannot coherently be
treated as a practical reason at all. A verdict about a group of reasons can itself be a reason- as long as it does not feature among the reasons about
which it is a verdict. Thus there is no obstacle to saying that Tightness can be
a reason - one that we might want to say is "realized as" or supervenes upon
the set of morally relevant reasons about which it is a verdict. But the point
of our argument has been that it cannot itself belong to that set: that is, it
cannot itself be a morally relevant reason. And this is significant, because to
say that it cannot be a morally relevant reason is to say that it cannot qualify
50
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as a consideration that morally ought to be taken into account as a reason in
relation to your action.
Thus, on the verdictive view of rightness-judgements, the argument from
discernment fails. Indeed, if Tightness is understood verdictively, the kind of
motivation recommended by proponents of that argument is actually morally
objectionable. They claim that a well-motivated agent must be guided by
treating the action's Tightness as her reason for doing it. But on the verdictive
view, this cannot feature among the reasons which a morally well-motivated
person ought to take into account.
It might seem that there must be something wrong with this argument;
for surely a verdict about all of my reasons can itself be a reason. A reason
for an action, after all, is just a respect in which that action is worth performing. But what could be a stronger recommendation for an action than this?(S) This action is best supported by all the relevant reasons.
So surely, if anything counts as a reason for an action, this consideration
must.
This is a seductive line of thought. But the distinction that we have seen
we have to make between reason-reports and reason-contents shows us what
is wrong with it. If (S) is true, then there certainly are good reasons for the
action. (S) is its being the case that not only are there good reasons, but there
are decisive reasons. However, the content of (S) cannot itself be one of those
reasons, since this would require it to be self-supporting, which it is not.
Now although (S) is not itself a reason, it does still seem right to say that
actions can be motivated by judgements of type (S). In particular, there are
situations in which, although I believe (S), the reasons it reports are inaccessible to me: I am relying on the testimony of someone else whose judgement
I trust, or I have simply forgotten the reasoning that led me to this conclusion. And there are situations in which, although I am aware of the reasons,
this awareness is by itself motivationally ineffective: I need to remind myself
of the verdict in order to get myself to act. In situations of these kinds, we do
sometimes need judgements of type (S) to motivate us.32 We should not be
led by this to think that (S) can be a reason for action: the argument against
the coherence of that view remains intact. However, what we should do is to
supplement our earlier account of what motivation involves. In Section I, I
said that talk of what motivates an agent standardly refers us to the consideration she thinks of as a reason. What we have now noticed is that there is
another, less standard(but still common) form of motivational explanation:
one that refers us to the agent's verdict about her reasons.
32

The comments of a reader for Philosophyand PhenomenologicalResearch have helped
me to appreciate the variety of situationsin which we need this supplementarymotivation.
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If this is what we should say about (S), we should say the same about
(V). Rightness-verdictscan play an important "back-up"role in securing
moral motivation when the morally relevant reasons themselves are either
inaccessibleor we fail to be motivatedby them. But they cannot themselves
be morallyrelevantreasons, we have seen. So if we agree that it is best to be
guidedby a sensitivity to all the morally relevant reasons, then we should
accept thatbeing motivatedby verdictiverightness-judgements,althoughit is
sometimes an importantsecond-best,is not the best way for an action to be
motivated.
IV: The Concern to Do What is Right
The verdictiveview of rightness-judgements,
however, is not the only possibility. Perhaps moral Tightnesscan be treatedas a reason without taking
rightness-judgementsto be verdictsabout other reasons. To be sure, proponents of the argument from discernmentcannot be treating Tightness as
merely one defeasibleconsiderationof relevanceto conclusions about what
we morally ought to do, to be consideredalongside others that potentially
overrideit. The judgementsof lightness they are interestedin express conclusions concerningwhat we ought to do, ratherthan merely one contribution
towardssuch conclusions.However,perhapswe can make sense of rightnessjudgementsas conclusive withoutseeing them as verdictive.
A model for this suggestion is providedby one way of characterizingstandardsof etiquette.On this view, when we are motivated to adhereto these
standards,we are treatingthe considerationthat etiquetterequires this as our
reason for acting, but without thinking of judgements about what etiquette
requires as themselves verdicts about other practical reasons.33Someone
might be motivatedto meet what he conceives of as the standardof moral
Tightnessin the same way. (To do so, he need not thinkof this standard,fully
analogouslywith etiquette,as a code of statedrules.) This pictureof motivation by a concern for Tightnesscould still find a place for moral discernment.
Moraldiscernmentcould not be thoughtof along the earlierlines- as a sensitivity to the relationshipbetween the various morally relevant reasons surroundingan action, exercisedin reachinga verdictabout them. But it might
insteadbe conceivedsimply as the sensitivity requiredto see how to apply
the standardof moral Tightnessto new situations. After all, we need discernment to tell which standardsof etiquetteto apply in differentsocial contexts.
So a non-verdictiveview of rightness-judgementsseems able to allow
suchjudgementsto be conclusive, and to express discernment.But if so, just
This is not to deny that we sometimes need to use reasoning to work out what etiquette
requires. If two different authoritieson etiquette give me opposing recommendations,I
might need to work out which one to follow. But this need not be a matterof assessing the
relative strengthsof different practical reasons: it might simply be a matter of assessing
which claim about a single practicalreason {that this is what etiquetterequires)is correct.
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what is wrong with an argument from discernment that appeals to this nonverdictive view? As before, it will maintain that beneficent action is only
properly discerning if it is motivated in a way that makes it non-accidental
that it is right. But now, the line of objection in Section III, which assumed
the verdictive view, has been avoided.
That line of objection has only been avoided, though, by running into a
new one. The question we should now raise is this: Why aspire to meet the
standard of moral Tightness, when it is thought of in this non- verdictive way?
Three alternative responses are possible; but each leads to decisive problems.
The first response is simply to deny that this question has an answer:
there is nothing more to be said. But this would turn moral motivation into a
mere dogmatic rigorism. It would be like doing what etiquette prescribes
simply because etiquette prescribes it. Unless I have some reason for thinking
that I should meet these standards of conduct instead of the alternatives, it is
hard to see how my meeting them can have any merit- even if they are in
fact the best ones. I might just as easily have ended up following standards
which were worse. And that is to say, I fall foul of a version of the argument
from discernment. If my adherence to what I think of as the standardof rightness is motivated in the dogmatically rigoristic way, it will be morally arbitrary, and hence morally inferior to a discerning sympathy.
A second response, then, is better: there are further reasons for meeting
the standard of moral Tightness. The obvious way to begin is by simply citing the various values that morally right actions respect: welfare, justice,
honesty, integrity, loyalty, and so on.34 If these things are really valuable, as
we believe, then that shows why a concern to meet the standard of moral
Tightness makes sense. In saying this, we will be saying that it is morally
appropriate to regard these considerations as reasons for right action - that is,
that these are morally relevant reasons. However, you could say this while
still denying that rightness-judgements are verdicts about those reasons.
After all, the corresponding claim looks plausible for standards of etiquette.
Why bother to observe these standards? The obvious thing to say is that they
constitute a set of conventions our collective adoption of which makes socializing easier, and that, given this, my observing these standards expresses consideration for other people. This does not, however, mean that judgements
about what etiquette requires are themselves verdicts about what expresses the
most consideration for other people and makes socializing easiest. According
34

We should begin here: perhaps pursuing it more fully will lead us to a theory of morality
that gives a unitary account of their justificatory force. And perhaps that theory might
give us good reasons to doubt whether all the things on this list are really valuable - although it seems unlikely. The only threat to my argument here, though, would
come from challenging the first of them. If others' interests are not really valuable, then
that would seem to undermine the value not only of sympathy, but of any kind of motivation toward beneficence.
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to a non-verdictive view, judgements about what etiquette requires are simply
judgements about what the conventional standards prescribe: we have these
further reasons for attaching importance to those standards.
This gives a clear, non-dogmatic form which a non-verdictive view of
Tightness could take: it identifies morally relevant reasons for adhering to the
standardof moral Tightness. But now the problem is this. Given these morally relevant reasons, there will be verdicts to be reached about the action they
support, all things considered, in a particular situation. What is the relationship between those verdicts and judgements about Tightness? On the view we
are considering, they are not equivalent. But if not, this raises the possibility
that they diverge. And if they do, it must make sense to act in line with the
verdicts, rather than the standard of Tightness. If the justification for this standard comes from a set of further reasons, then when an action that violates the
standard would better respect those reasons, violating the standard must be
better justified than meeting it.
We can turn again to etiquette for a clear illustration of this point. When
we give reasons for observing the standards of etiquette- citing consideration
for other people and the easing of social exchange - that is not to say that
observing those standards will always be what these reasons most strongly
recommend. If your guests commit a faux pas, then doing the same yourself
can be the best way of putting them at ease; and given your justification for
being concerned about etiquette at all, this has to be what it makes most
sense to do.
The same must hold for moral Tightness, on a non-verdictive view: whenever the rightness-standard diverges from verdicts about the reasons to respect
it, we ought to follow those verdicts, rather than the standard. But if so, this
undermines the view that well-motivated agents should be guided by a sensitivity to Tightness, on this non-verdictive view. If my action is guided by the
aim of adhering to the standard of moral Tightness, rather than of agreeing
with the verdicts to be reached about my morally relevant reasons, then I am
motivated in a morally inferior way. Notice that all this objection requires is
the possibility of divergence between the rightness-standard and those verdicts. If the two happened to coincide, then in meeting the standardof rightness my actions would in fact agree with the verdict. However, my
aim- meeting the rightness-standard- might have been satisfied just as well
by an action that did not agree with the verdict. If I succeed in doing what is
morally most justified, it is accidental to my aim. Once more, we find that it
is actually a version of the argument from discernment that shows what has
gone wrong.
We have considered two unsatisfactory responses to the question we posed
for the non-verdictive view of Tightness: Why aspire to meet this standard?
The first response was to refuse to give a justification for meeting this stan-
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dard; the second sought to justify it by giving further reasons to meet it. A
third possibility needs to be considered, though. Perhaps we can justify it,
but without giving further reasons, because this standard itself constitutes
what there is most reason to do. One way to hold this would involve a verdictive view of Tightness: we have already seen the problems with that. But let
us consider finally a way in which this possibility might be pursued in a
non-verdictive form.
There is a way in which Kant might be co-opted in the service of a nonverdictive view of tightness.35 On one reading of Kant, he is saying that the
following consideration:
(C) that any alternative to this action would be such that the maxim on
which that alternative action is performed would fail the Categorical
Imperative test(s)
has three important features. First, it is itself a morally relevant reason for
any action to which it applies; secondly, for this consideration to apply to an
action is what it is for that action to be right; but, thirdly, reflection on the
nature of practical reason reveals that this reason for action must override all
others.36 On this reading, Kant's response to my discussion would go like
this. If we are seeking a justification for adhering to the standard of moral
Tightness, we might begin by citing the kinds of values mentioned
earlier- welfare, justice, honesty, integrity, loyalty, and so on - but for any
such list of values, we must then go on to say why they should be thought
to supply us with practical reasons. The justification is only completed by
addressing the fundamental question concerning the nature of practical reason:
in virtue of what will any consideration qualify as a reason for action?
According to Kant, the answer to this, when fully articulated, shows that
actions can only be supported by reason if they pass his Categorical Imperative test(s). In doing so, he is claiming to supply an a priori argument for
holding that (C) is never overridden by any other practical reason.37 But if so,
that seems to allow us the following view: an action's Tightness (i.e., (C)'s
being true) is a morally relevant reason for it, rather than an overall moral
verdict; but it necessarily coincides with an overall moral verdict, since it
necessarily fails to be overridden. This then gives us a non-verdictive view of
Tightness for which we can justify the concern to adhere to the standard of
moral Tightness without yielding the divergence I have been complaining
about between that standard and overall moral verdicts.
It seems to me better to interpret Kant as having a verdictive view of rightness-judgements;but I shall not argue the exegetical point.
For an account of the reflection that is supposed by Kant to reveal this, see O'Neill
(1992), esp. Sections I, VIH-XIV.
In the terminologyof Raz (1975), p. 27, it is an "absolute"reason.
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This does give a way of thinking about the treatment of Tightness as a
reason that would avoid the objections raised so far. However, it is important
to realize just how strong are the claims required by anyone who invokes this
reading of Kant to support the claim that it is best for us to be motivated by
treating Tightness as a reason.
First, they are claiming that an overall moral verdict concerning any
action must coincide with the truth of (C). But that is to say that they must
be taking the statement of the Categorical Imperative tests to generate a fully
determinative rule for moral judgement, under which any possible action
might be subsumed to produce an overall moral verdict. This is already a
strong claim - too strong for many contemporary Kantians. An influential
alternative view is to see the Categorical Imperative tests as tests for determining which general considerations have moral relevance, but not as algorithms for weighing those considerations in particular cases - or, worse, bypassing them altogether.38
By itself, this first claim says only that there is a rule the application of
which determines the overall moral verdict to be reached in any given situation. It suggests that good judges will be those whose judgements non-accidentally satisfy this rule. But it does not yet say that good judges must themselves be applying this rule. However, if this picture is to be used to support
motivation by a concern for Tightness, this second, stronger claim must be
made as well. The claim has to be that well-motivated action is action guided
by applying the fully determinative rule for moral judgement given in (C).
Now I accept that, if this pair of claims could be made compelling, my
opposition to treating Tightness as a reason would collapse. The price of
accepting them, though, is a drastic revision of our entire moral practice. It
seems to many of us that a sensitive, well-motivated agent is someone whose
thought and action is guided by three things: an awareness of the morally
salient features of the situation- features such as the extent to which people
are relying on me to do one thing, the grounds of their reliance, the good I
could do by acting differently, the responsibilities I have acquired through my
previous actions, and so on- a sensitivity to the relation of these features to
each other, and the exercise of a non-algorithmic judgement about the action
they support in this case. Using Kant in the way just suggested would mean
overturning this picture completely. It would mean accepting that someone
cannot even count as a sensitive and well-motivated judge unless she is in
fact guiding her conduct by applying an algorithmic rule.
Admittedly, this is not a direct argument against this view: it is just a
demonstration of its cost. However, the cost is great enough to make it hard
to see how that view could be made plausible, and to show why enough has
38
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been said to dismiss its relevancehere. After all, if motivation by a concern
for Tightnesswere vindicatedin this way, it would not have been vindicated
by the argumentfrom discernment,but by a separateargumentderiving an
algorithmfor moraljudgementfrom the natureof practicalreason. And if it
could be shown that we ought to overthrowour actual moral practice and
follow the proposedalgorithm instead, then, while of course my defence of
sympatheticmotivation would have been undermined,that would be a relatively minormatter.What would be underminedalong with it is almost all of
our actualmoral thought.

V: Sympathy and Deliberation
We now have a comprehensiveset of criticismsof the thought that it is best
to be guided by treatingthe Tightnessof an action as your reason for performing it. If rightness-judgementsare verdicts about our morally relevant
reasons, they cannot themselves coherently be treated as morally relevant
reasons (Section III); if not, motivation by treating Tightnessas a reason
either itself succumbs to the argumentfrom discernmentor is committedto
an implausiblealgorithmfor moraljudgement(Section IV).
The rejectionof this thoughtis the first, negative half of the conclusion I
set out to establish. The second is the positive claim that motivation by
sympathy is often best. So far I have been arguing, against the argument
from discernment,that well-motivatedbeneficent action need only involve
two things: recognizing the considerationthat he needs help as a reason for
helping him, and being appropriatelysensitive to any other morally relevant
reasons that are present. However, notice that sympathetic motivation,
although it does include recognizing this simple practicalreason, involves
more: impassively registeringa person's needs as a reason for helping him
would fall short of sympathy. The claim that motivation by sympathy is
often best standsin need of furtherargument.
Notice, first, that it would be a mistake to claim that it is always best for
beneficentaction to be sympatheticallymotivated.One reason for this is that
it is often appropriate,when presentedwith someone else's need, to stop and
deliberateabout what to do. Considerthe question of what attitude to take
towardsbeggars. Given that a person who encountersbeggars once is very
likely to encounterthem again, and given the rangeof relevantissues (Is getting the money really in their interests?Do they deserve it? Should I give
non-monetarysupport?Is helping them my responsibility or the state's?), it
is appropriateto spend some time thinkingaboutthese issues, form a policy,
and then act on that. And if you act beneficentlyfrom a policy formedafter
deliberationin this way- particularlyif the action becomes habitual- then it
is unlikely that each beneficentaction will involve sympatheticfeelings. (It
still seems wrong, though, for the reasons I have given, to describesomeone
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who does this in a well-motivated way as treating the action's Tightness as
her reason for helping. As with sympathy itself, others' needs are what supply her reason for the action- a reason that her deliberation has led her to
think prevails when all the morally relevant reasons surrounding the action
are taken into account.)
Why does endorsing this reason after deliberation not amount to sympathy? Fully answering this would mean filling in the missing elements of our
account of sympathetic feeling - those that go beyond the state of reason-construal- and I am not going to attempt that here. But at least a preliminary
and partial answer is this: emotional states are often a matter of how our
reasons have their initial impact on us. Given that initial impact, it may
make sense to deliberate further. If this takes enough time, the reason may
have lost its initial, emotional, impact by the time I come to endorse it.
Where deliberation of this kind is appropriate, sympathetic action will often
not be available.
On the other hand, though, there are often two kinds of reasons for not
deliberating about other people's needs before acting beneficently. Most
obviously, the need may be urgent, and deliberation time-wasting. But secondly, and at least as importantly, the direct expression of sympathy is often
itself an important part of the help that is given in beneficent action.39 Our
spontaneously sympathetic actions are expressions of the practical impact of
other people's needs on us; and often, this is what is most valuable about
them to the people we help.
If this is right, then sympathy proper is often, but not always, the best
way for beneficent action to be motivated. Sometimes (but not always),
beneficent action ought not to be preceded by protracted deliberation: what is
appropriate is acting under the emotional impact of your recognition of
others' needs as a reason for helping them; and that is what sympathetic
motivation is. In saying this, however, I do not want to suggest that truly
sympathetic action is always spontaneous, or that it is only morally valuable
when it is spontaneous. On the contrary, a further large and interesting issue
concerns those situations in which I ought to develop a sympathetic attitude
towards someone when I have not done so spontaneously.40 Giving a full
account of when sympathy proper is appropriate in beneficent action would
require treating this issue. However, we have found that defending the claim
that it is often appropriate does not.

39
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See Blum (1980), pp. 144-6; Sherman(1997), pp. 41-2; Stocker (1996), Ch. 6; also Oakley (1992), Ch. 2.
On this issue, see Taylor (1975).
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VI: Conclusion
This paperhas not produceda blanketobjectionto everythingthat might sensibly be meant by "motivation by a concern for rightness". The opening
thought,that action motivatedby a concern for rightnessmust involve a kind
of pharisaicself-righteousness,shouldbe rejected.After all, nothing has been
said againstthe thought,centralto the argumentfrom discernment,that only
appropriatelydiscerning action counts as morally well motivated. Discerningly beneficentaction will often be explainedby the agent's sensitivity not
just to the beneficiary'sneeds, but to various other morally relevantreasons
that are present. And it does seem appropriateto say that guidanceby this
sensitivity- a sensitivity to all those considerationsthat bear on the rightness of the action- amountsto a concernfor rightness. Given this, it is hard
to see any obstacle to saying thatactions explained by this concernare motivated by it.
What we have found is that, when we say that an action is motivatedby a
concern for rightness,it had better not be the case that rightness itself gives
the contentof the considerationthatthe agentregardsas a good reason for the
action. However, we have seen that this leaves other possibilities open. We
need not thinkof being concernedabout rightnessas itself a state of reasonrecognition:we can think of it insteadas the state of thinking that the considerationsthatdo providereasons supportthe action, all things considered.If
so, it can still make sense to speak of this concern as what motivates the
discerninglybeneficentagent. However, it will also be true of discerningly
beneficentactions that they are motivated by sympathy, providedthey arc
explainedin part by sympatheticfeelings which involve the recognition of
others'needs as reasons.
I have not deniedthat a discerningagent may have thoughts about rightness in deciding what to do; those thoughts may explain her action; and citing those thoughts does refer us to (further)considerationsthat the agent
takes to be reasons- the reasons that make the action right. But I have
rejected the view normally associated with the argument from discernment- that the content of the reason by which it is best for a discerning
agent to be guided must be that this action is right.
I said that the explanationof beneficentaction often includes the agent's
sensitivity to a variety of morally relevant reasons. But sometimes it does
not. For the circumstancesare sometimes very simple: you encountersomeone who badly needs help, this is the only morally relevant featureof the
situation,and you help. To be sure, various counterfactualconditionalswill
be true of you, if you are discerning:had the situation been more complicated, you would have taken the complications appropriatelyinto account.
But that is just to say that, had the circumstancesbeen different, your concern
for rightnesswould have explaineddifferentactions.It is not to say that that
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concern explains the action you actually perform in the straightforward circumstances.41 In the simplest cases, well-motivated acts of beneficence are
not motivated by a concern for lightness.
My conclusion, then, is a qualified one. Sometimes, sympathetic motivation is not appropriate. Often (but not always), discerningly beneficent action
can properly be said to be motivated by a concern for Tightness. It is not bad
for a person's occurrent thought in some situations simply to be, "This is the
right thing to do." But it is not best to be guided by treating the action's
Tightness as your reason for performing it. That means the argument from
discernment is wrong. And often, sympathetic motivation is best.42

41

Here, I am disagreeing with Baron (1984), pp. 207-9.
Earlierversions of this paper were presentedto audiences at the Universities of Reading,
Edinburghand Adelaide, CUNY GraduateCenter,and the 1999 BSET conference at the
University of Durham.I am very gratefulto Marcia Baron,John Broome, Dean Cocking,
Virginia Held, Brad Hooker, Sam Kerstein, Thad Metz, Alex Neill, Peter Railton, Tim
Williamson and an anonymous reader for Philosophy and Phenomenological Research
for discussion and correspondencethat helped to improve it.
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